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Thirty-four eclectic and spine chilling stories from the
world of true crime. Serial killers, cannibals, necrophiles,
celebrities with the darkest secrets, medical killers,
mysterious killers who were never captured, movie
production deaths, poisoners, spree killers, supernatural
Victorian monsters, and many more darkly fascinating
chapters in the annuals of crime. All this and more awaits
in Chilling True Crime Stories - Volume 4.
It is no secret that true crime murder stories are not for
the faint of heart. They can lead you to double-check your
windows and doors at night, and question everything you
thought or believed about human nature. Yet they are
intriguing and fascinating at the same time. What is it that
makes us different from those who take the lives of others?
That is a question that many ask themselves, and these
true crime stories help to identify the method and
psychology behind some of the most terrifying killers in
modern history. This set includes three true crime books,
volumes 1-3, and each is filled with a variety of true crime
murder cases, including spree killers and massacres,
some of which are yet to be solved. You are taken through
the background of the story, the murders, and the criminal
investigations that took place. Some pages will be difficult
to read, due to the emotion behind them. Yet you will be
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unable to stop reading, turning page after page. Each true
crime anthology in this collection will leave you to ponder
whether the perpetrators of these crimes were really
monsters. When you learn of the background of these
killers, the age-old question of whether a serial killer is
born to kill will be at the forefront of your mind. Explore
the stories behind the murders in these True Crime
volumes, the anger, the horror, and the sadism, inflicted
by each killer. Feel for the victims, their families, and the
investigators who had to deal with each case. And don't
be surprised if you have to sleep with the light on.
SERIAL KILLER STORIES VOLUME 4: Donald Henry
Gaskins & Luis Garavito Featuring... *Donald Henry
Gaskins*Luis Garavito 2 Great Books in 1! Donald Henry
Gaskins Once described as "the meanest man in
America", Donald Henry "Pee Wee" Gaskins is one of the
most violent, horrific, yet lesser-known serial killers.
Gaskins claimed to have killed over one hundred victims
in his life-long stint as a serial killer. Gaskins was born to
a young, single mother and experienced abuse, ridicule,
and neglect, all of which create a perfect storm of future
violent behavior and offending. Similar killers such as
Henry Lee Lucas, Otis Toole, and many others came from
a similar line of abuse and neglect. Gaskins has also been
referred to as "the redneck Charles Manson" due to the
similarities in their lives and statures. Along with holding
several distinctive titles, Gaskins' story is also full of other
crimes, littered with bodies, and pervasive violence. Luis
Garavito Luis Alfredo Garavito Cubillos was born on the
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25th of January in 1957. He is known as'The Beast'
because he raped and murdered at least 140 young
people. Based on the maps that he drew while he was in
prison, investigators now believe that number could be
closer to 300. Garavito was described by the media as
"The worst serial murder in the world." When Garavito
was finally captured, he was given the maximum penalty
of 30 years in prison in Columbia. However, because he
helped the Colombian police locate the bodies and he
confessed to the crime, his sentence was reduced to 22
years. This is his gruesome, chilling story.
Can't get enough of gruesome True Crime stories and
endless turn of events? Then this book is for you. In the
following pages of this true crime anthology, you will be
introduced to some of the most tragic crime cases in
modern history. The twelve crimes profiled in this volume
will keep your eyes glued to the pages, although
sometimes due to the shocking nature you will
undoubtedly want to turn away. The primary theme of this
volume is youth violence and some of the factors that have
driven kids to kill. Some of the reasons were as shocking
as the crimes themselves, such as the case of the two
thirteen-year-old boys who killed one of the boy's
grandmother so they could buy some marijuana and have
a pizza party. You will also read about teens who killed
just for fun, such as Don Collins, while the motives for
other teen murderers remain a mystery. The tragic case of
the murder of the Doss family highlights that sometimes
people, even teenagers, don't need a reason to kill. Along
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with the profiles of teen killers are other chapters that
examine cold case murder mysteries and other cases that
can only be described as strange or bizarre. No matter the
content, each of the twelve chapters are riveting and will
keep you wanting to read more. So come along for a
journey into the depraved criminal mind. The world you
are about to enter may frighten and shock you, but you
will also be intrigued as you learn what makes some of the
worst killers tick...
48 Terrifying True Crime Murder Cases
True Crime Case Histories - (Books 1, 2 & 3)
A Deadly Affair
A True Story of Murder, Theft, and Detection
Every Breath You Take
True Crime Case Histories - Volumes 4-5-6
Serial Killer Stories Volume 4
From the duo behind the massively
successful and award-winning podcast
Stuff You Should Know comes an
unexpected look at things you thought
you knew. Josh Clark and Chuck Bryant
started the podcast Stuff You Should
Know back in 2008 because they were
curious—curious about the world around
them, curious about what they might
have missed in their formal educations,
and curious to dig deeper on stuff they
thought they understood. As it turns
out, they aren't the only curious ones.
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They've since amassed a rabid fan base,
making Stuff You Should Know one of the
most popular podcasts in the world.
Armed with their inquisitive natures
and a passion for sharing, they uncover
the weird, fascinating, delightful, or
unexpected elements of a wide variety
of topics. The pair have now taken
their near-boundless "whys" and "hows"
from your earbuds to the pages of a
book for the first time—featuring a
completely new array of subjects that
they’ve long wondered about and wanted
to explore. Each chapter is further
embellished with snappy visual material
to allow for rabbit-hole tangents and
digressions—including charts,
illustrations, sidebars, and footnotes.
Follow along as the two dig into the
underlying stories of everything from
the origin of Murphy beds, to the
history of facial hair, to the
psychology of being lost. Have you ever
wondered about the world around you,
and wished to see the magic in everyday
things? Come get curious with Stuff You
Should Know. With Josh and Chuck as
your guide, there’s something
interesting about everything (...except
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maybe jackhammers).
A “necessary and brilliant” (NPR)
exploration of our cultural fascination
with true crime told through four
“enthralling” (The New York Times Book
Review) narratives of obsession. In
Savage Appetites, Rachel Monroe links
four criminal roles—Detective, Victim,
Defender, and Killer—to four true
stories about women driven by
obsession. From a frustrated and
brilliant heiress crafting crime-scene
dollhouses to a young woman who became
part of a Manson victim’s family, from
a landscape architect in love with a
convicted murderer to a Columbine
fangirl who planned her own mass
shooting, these women are alternately
mesmerizing, horrifying, and
sympathetic. A revealing study of
women’s complicated relationship with
true crime and the fear and desire it
can inspire, together these stories
provide a window into why many women
are drawn to crime narratives—even as
they also recoil from them. Monroe uses
these four cases to trace the history
of American crime through the growth of
forensic science, the evolving role of
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victims, the Satanic Panic, the rise of
online detectives, and the long shadow
of the Columbine shooting. Combining
personal narrative, reportage, and a
sociological examination of violence
and media in the 20th and 21st
centuries, Savage Appetites is a
“corrective to the genre it
interrogates” (The New Statesman),
scrupulously exploring empathy,
justice, and the persistent appeal of
crime.
Can good and evil coexist? Can a family
man also be a ruthless killer? From the
start, Robert Hansen seemed destined
for an unhappy life. Overworked by his
strict parents and relentlessly bullied
by his classmates, he spent his teenage
years alone. His love of archery and
hunting were the only comforts he had
until he left his small town for
Alaska, the last great frontier. Now a
man, his hunting skills earned him
prestige, while his new business earned
him the trust and admiration of
Anchorage's people. It seemed like
Hansen had finally turned his life
around. When countless women around
town went missing, no one had any idea
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that he was hunting a very different
kind of game. Witness the depraved
second life of a respected family
man--the life of the worst serial
killer in Alaska's history. Draw your
own conclusions as you explore the
story behind the making of The Butcher
Baker. CAUTION: True Crime Explicit is
a series that contains descriptive
accounts of abuse and violence. If you
are especially sensitive to graphic
content, it is advisable to avoid this
series.
Collects and analyzes seventy years of
communist crimes that offer details on
Kim Sung's Korea, Vietnam under "Uncle
Ho," and Cuba under Castro.
Murder, Fraud, and the Last Trial of
Harper Lee
True Crime Case Histories - Volume 3
Stuff You Should Know
12 Shocking True Crime Murder Cases
True Crime Case Histories - (Books 4,
5, & 6)
Unspeakable Acts
(A True Crime Quickie - Book Four)
An arresting collection of murder and mayhem from the front
pages of history that captured the whole world's attention.
What happens to those girls who go missing? What happens
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to the Zoe Nolans of the world?' In the early hours of

Saturday, December 17th, 2011, Zoe Nolan, a 19-year-old
Manchester University student, walked out of a party taking
place in the shared accommodation where she had been
living for three months. She was never seen again.
22 Shocking True Crime Cases of Kids Who Kill, including;
Justina Morley: Self-described as a
20 Bizarre True Crime Stories to Have You Crapping in Your
Coffin!"This series discombobulates your brain and shivers
your timbers!" The Villisca Axe Murders - In a town known as
the pretty place, an entire family were killed by an axeman
who had been hiding in their attic waiting for them to go to
sleep, in a case that continues to haunt to this day. The
Uncatchable - A man known as the Greek Robin Hood, went
on a 30-year crime spree, gave money to the poor, twice
broke out of prison with a helicopter, and broke into prison to
rescue his brother - with a tank. Black Mass of the Fortune
Teller - Black magic, witchcraft, poisonings, French
aristocracy, hundreds of deaths, and a secret network of
abortionists and fortune tellers, welcome to the tale of
Catherine Monvoisin. The Bodies of Murder Park - Since
1946, almost 100 bodies have been found in a park in the
middle of Baltimore, at least 40 had been murdered by
different people, at least 10 remain unsolved. First Case of
Hacking in History - People gathered in anticipation for the
first public demo of the wireless telegram system, only for the
world's first hacker to tap the signal - and use Morse code to
insult the inventor! Soul Eater and the Runaway Devil - A man
claiming to be a 300-year-old vampire, and a 12-year-old girl,
fell into a forbidden love which left the girl's entire family
murdered - a dark tale that concludes with a disturbing twist.
Battle of Lanarca Airport - Forced to return with the plane
they had hijacked, two assassins and their hostages watched
from the windows in shock,
as special forces opened fire - on
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each other. Nude in the Nettles - A strange phone call leads

to the discovery of a woman's body on the North York Moors,
but for over 40 years, her identity and death remain a
mystery, and one of England's oddest unsolved cold cases.
Killings of Templeton Woods - After the first Templeton
Woods murder, girls stopped walking the streets alone, after
the second, the area became ground zero for Britain's most
infamous cold case, with links to the Zodiac Killer. The Real
'Orphan' - Straight out of the Hollywood horror 'Orphan', a
loving couple adopt a young girl, only to discover she is an
adult, who stands at the end of their bed at night, holding a
knife. + TEN MORE bizarre true crime stories and mysteries,
perfect for late night reading or a quick tale at lunchtime.
^^^SCROLL UP TO GET YOUR COPY NOW!^^^ New
editions of Bizarre True Crime are released on the 1st of
every month! Follow Ben Oakley on Amazon to be informed
of new releases.
Killer Kids Volume 2: 22 Shocking True Crime Cases of Kids
Who Kill
12 Disturbing True Crime Stories
15 Famous Serial Killers True Crime Stories That Shocked
the World
Edge of Madness - The Story of Joseph Kallinger
Furious Hours
True Crime Stories Volume 10
32 Disturbing True Crime Stories

A brilliant anthology of modern true-crime writing
that illustrates the appeal of this powerful and
popular genre, edited and curated by Sarah
Weinman, the award-winning author of The Real
Lolita The appeal of true-crime stories has never
been higher. With podcasts like My Favorite Murder
and In the Dark, bestsellers like I’ll Be Gone in the
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Dark and Furious Hours, and TV hits like American
Crime Story and Wild Wild Country, the cultural
appetite for stories of real people doing terrible
things is insatiable. Acclaimed author ofThe Real
Lolitaand editor of Women Crime Writers: Eight
Suspense Novels of the 1940s & 50s (Library of
America) and Troubled Daughters, Twisted Wives
(Penguin), Sarah Weinman brings together an
exemplary collection of recent true crime tales. She
culls together some of the most refreshing and
exciting contemporary journalists and chroniclers of
crime working today. Michelle Dean’s “Dee Dee
Wanted Her Daughter To Be Sick” went viral when it
first published and is the basis for the TV showThe
Act and Pamela Colloff’s “The Reckoning,” is the
gold standard for forensic journalism. There are 13
pieces in all and as a collection, they showcase
writing about true crime across the broadest
possible spectrum, while also reflecting what makes
crime stories so transfixing and irresistible to the
modern reader.
36 True Crime Stories of Murder & Mayhem Readers
love this series - More than 2,000 five-star reviews on
Amazon and Goodreads. Volumes 4, 5, and 6 of the
True Crime Case Histories Series (2021) A quick
word of warning. The true crime short stories within
this three book collection are unimaginably
gruesome. Most news articles and television true
crime shows skim over the vile details of truly
horrible crimes. In my books I don't gloss over the
facts, regardless of how disgusting they may be. I try
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to give my readers a clear and accurate description
on just how demented the killers really were. I do my
best not to leave anything out. The stories included
in these books are not for the squeamish.What you
are about to read are Volumes 4, 5, and 6 of the True
Crimes Case Histories Series. The stories in this
collection will make you realize just how fragile the
human mind can be. A sampling of the 36 stories
include: The Darlington Cannibal: The story of a
young English man that had plans to become the
UK's most notorious serial killer, but couldn't keep
his mouth shut after his first kill and bragged to over
twenty of his friends. The Carnival Cult: A group of
four young men who believed they could do
anything they wanted because their lord Satan
protected them. Satan apparently couldn't protect
them from prison. Dead in the Water: A father of
eight children lured women to his boat, raped them,
and threw them overboard. Ingenious forensic
science was eventually used to catch the killer.
Consumed by Desire: One story of a young man that
couldn't handle being rejected by his teenage
girlfriend was suggested to me by a reader whose
daughter had a close-call with the killer. The
Crossbow Killer: A young, intelligent man that would
rather kill his entire family with a crossbow than tell
his girlfriend that he had been lying to her. Divine
Justice: a young girl that ran away from her Seattle
home in the 1970s. For thirty years, her parents
believed she was a victim of Ted Bundy, until the
real killer was finally caught. The Broomstick Killer:
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The Texas Penal System failed to protect the people
of Texas by releasing a brutal killer of three
teenagers. As a result he killed as many as eleven
more women. Body in the Bag: A young man
obsessed with the macabre listened to the voices in
his head when his teenage girlfriend dumped him.
Authorities found her eight weeks later stuffed inside
a duffel bag. The Copper Gulch Killer: A sixteen-yearold prodigy child is found with five gunshots from
three different guns, but police are convinced there
was only one killer. Ten years later crime scene
evidence is found in an abandoned storage locker.
Zack and Addie: A young New Orleans couple are
featured in the New York Times when they refused to
leave their French Quarter home during Hurricane
Katrina. One year later they're both dead with body
parts found on the stove and in the fridge. The Incest
Killer: Katie Fusco learned she she was adopted
when she was eighteen. Within a year she was
married to her biological father and pregnant with
his child. When authorities force them apart,
everybody dies. The Kicevo Monster: The story of
the newspaper reporter that kidnapped, tortured, and
butchered women that resembled his mother, then
wrote stories of the killings in his newspaper
articles. Plus 21 more truly disturbing true crime
stories.
12 True Crime Stories of Murder & Mayhem Third
Book of the True Crime Case Histories Series (2019)
As with the two prior volumes of True Crime Case
Histories, I want to start with a quick word of
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warning. Most news articles and television true
crime shows skim over the sticky details of truly
gruesome crimes. In my books I don't gloss over the
facts, regardless of how horrible they may be. I try to
give my readers a clear and accurate description on
just how demented the killers really were. I do my
best not to leave anything out. The stories included
in these books are not for the squeamish.Volume 3
features: longer stories, photos, two bonus chapters
and an online appendix with additional photos,
videos, and documents.A sampling of the stories
include:The Canal Killer - A violent psychopath cuts
off the head, hands, and feet of his girlfriends and
dumps them in the canals of London and
Rotterdam.The Head in the Bucket - A drug kingpin
chops off the head of one of his dealers and carries
it around in a Home Depot bucket.Captain Cash Another drug dealer butchers an entire family so he
can take over a man's fruit shipping business and
transform it into a drug shipping business.The
Coffee Killer - A young woman, jealous of her rich
socialite friend, poisons her by lacing her coffee with
cyanide in a public coffee shop.The Arizona Torso
Killer - A petite trophy-wife shoots her husband,
freezes his body, hacks him up with a jigsaw and
dumps his torso in a dumpster behind a grocery
store.The Oxford Murder - A young college student
strangles his girlfriend and crams her body into an
eight-inch crawlspace beneath the stairs.Plus six
more disturbing true crime stories.The twelve true
crime stories included in this collection are dark and
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creepy and will leave you with a new understanding
of just how fragile the human mind can be.If there's
any common theme between these cases, it would
be that many of them happened near places I've
lived throughout my life.Three stories took place in
the London area. One of which happened just a fiveminute walk from my home. Two other stories took
place in Scottsdale, Arizona where I've lived the
majority of my life. Another took place in Maui,
Hawaii while I was living there. And finally, another
took place in Oxford, UK very close to where I've
been working over the past year. The stories in this
volume took place all over the world, and range from
the 1940s to 2018.Scroll up to get your copyTrue
Crime Case Histories Volume 4 is coming February
2020 featuring 12 more short stories of; True Crime,
Murder & Mayhem, Serial Killer Biographies, and
True Murder Case Files.
The world can be a very strange place in general and
when you open the pages of this true crime
anthology you will quickly learn that the criminal
world specifically can be as bizarre as it is
dangerous. In the following book, you will be
captivated by mysterious missing person cases that
defy all logic and a couple cases of murderous
mistaken identity. Follow along as detectives
conduct criminal investigations in order to solve
cases that were once believed to be unsolvable.
Every one of the crime cases chronicled in the pages
of this book are as strange and disturbing as the
next.The twelve true crime stories in this book will
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keep you riveted as you turn the pages, but they will
probably also leave you with more questions than
answers. For instance, you will be left pondering
how two brothers from the same family could
disappear with no trace in similar circumstances
over ten years apart. You will also wonder how two
women with the same first and last names, but with
no personal connections, could be murdered within
the same week in the same city. The examination of
a number of true crime murder cases that went cold,
but were later solved through scientific advances,
will also keep you intrigued and reading.Open the
pages of this book, if you dare, to read some of the
most bizarre cases of disappearances, mistaken
identity, and true murder. Some of the cases will
disturb and anger you, but make no mistake, you will
want to keep reading!
The True Story of a Serial Killer, the Great London
Smog, and the Strangling of a City
Savage Appetites
The Horrific True Crime Stories Behind 4 Infamous
Serial Killers That Shocked The World
True Crime Story
Murderer's Gulch: Carnage in the Catskills
True Stories of Women, Crime, and Obsession
20 Bonkers and Ghastly True Crime Stories.
Witness how seemingly innocent, neighbor loved men
turned into devilish creatures, feared till this day.
Famous actors, musicians, political leaders and the
greats of science. There are stories told. Movies filmed.
And books written about the impact they've made on the
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world. But... This is a collection of different kind of
people. People who are known not for their selfless,
positive and genuine contributions, but the opposite... In
this set of four true crime books, you will learn about
men who performed acts so cruel, so inhumanely
heartless, so unfathomable that their names will never be
forgotten. This collection includes four of the world's
most known serial killers: Edmund Kemper. A rejected
child whose traumatic childhood scared him for a
lifetime. The only way he could deal with his pain was by
inflicting pain on others. Jeffrey Dahmer. Cannibalistic
rapist and necrophiliac serial killer who felt no remorse
and absolutely zero empathy. Robert Berdella. An
ordinary man, appreciated by neighbors and a great lover
of cooking, art, and culture, who turned into one of the
most sadistic torturers to ever live. Ted Bundy. After
taking dozens of innocent lives across 7 states and
escaping the prison twice, he earned the title of
America's most wicked serial killer. What Amazon
readers are saying: ★★★★★ "This is a well-researched
collection of the darkness mankind is capable of. A
definite page-turner for those who want to glimpse the
darkness that resides amongst some of us." ★★★★★
"Awesome collection of four of the most prolific and
horrific serial killers of all time." ★★★★★ "So well
written!!! I couldn't put it down, Ryan Becker is an
awesome writer." Look into the dark, hidden side of the
impactful - their names are never said out loud yet will
never be forgotten...
Reverend Willie Maxwell was a rural preacher accused of
murdering five of his family members for insurance
money in the 1970s. With the help of a savvy lawyer, he
escaped justice for years until a relative shot him dead at
the funeral of his last victim. Despite hundreds of
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witnesses, Maxwell's murderer was acquitted-- thanks to
the same attorney who had previously defended the
Reverend. Sitting in the audience during the vigilante's
trial was Harper Lee, who had traveled from New York
City to her native Alabama with the idea of writing her
own true-crime classic. Cep brings this nearly
inconceivable story to life, from the shocking murders to
the courtroom drama to the racial politics of the Deep
South -- Adapted from dust jacket.
A humorous graphic investigation of the author's
obsession with true crime, the murders that have most
captivated her throughout her life, and a love letter to her
fellow true-crime fanatics. Why is it so much fun to read
about death and dismemberment? In Murder Book,
lifelong true-crime obsessive and New Yorker cartoonist
Hilary Fitzgerald Campbell tries to puzzle out the answer.
An unconventional graphic exploration of a lifetime of
Ann Rule super-fandom, amateur armchair sleuthing, and
a deep dive into the high-profile murders that have
fascinated the author for decades, this is a funny,
thoughtful, and highly personal blend of memoir, cultural
criticism, and true crime with a focus on the oftenoverlooked victims of notorious killers.
20 Bizarre True Crime Cases to Send the Willies Right Up
You!"More interesting than another Ted Bundy book!"
Ritual Murder in a Sleepy English Village - In 1945 Britain,
witchcraft was long gone, but ask any local from the
sleepy town of Lower Quinton, what happened to Charles
Walton, and they'll tell you it was - witchcraft! Headless
Body in Topless Bar - If the New York Post's headline of
'Headless Body in Topless Bar' was written to draw you
in, then the true story behind it was enough to make you
vomit. Visions of Murder - From a brutal murder in
London to one of the most convincing cases of psychic
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mediumship in the history of true crime. Hammer Time An amateur playwright auditions black women for his
new play, Hammer, with the intention of killing them with a sledgehammer. On one occasion, he succeeded.
Captured by his 105th Wife - The 'Pigamist' travelled the
world, marrying women, then abandoning them two
weeks later, after selling all their belongings. This is the
bizarre tale of how his 105th wife tracked him down. The
Man Who Died Twice - When a fire ripped through a
house in Nashville, investigators found the recently
deceased body of the owner's husband, which was
unusual, as the man had died ten years earlier. The
Haunting of Fox Hollow Farm - From a violent serial killer
to a screaming ghost, the story of Herb and the haunting
of Fox Hollow Farm, is one true crime tale that'll send the
willies right up you! The Disappearance of Bobby Dunbar
- A missing boy is returned to his parents eight months
after disappearing. Finally, the family can move on,
except, the boy that had come back was not their son at
all. The Shark Arm Murder Case - In Sydney, a captive
tiger shark vomited a human arm, sparking an
investigation that led to one of the most bizarre murder
cases you'll ever read. Factory of Death - When a
Russian maniac built an underground textiles factory, he
began recruiting young females, not as workers, but to
fulfil his twisted dream of owning an army of slaves. +
TEN MORE bizarre true crime stories, perfect for late
night reading or a quick tale at lunchtime. ^^^SCROLL
UP TO GET YOUR COPY NOW!^^^ Bizarre True Crime is
the new series from bestselling true crime author and
researcher Ben Oakley.
The True Story of Robert Hansen The Human Hunter
True Tales of Crime, Murder, Deceit & Obsession
Bizarre True Crime Volume 4
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The Serial Killer Books
Murder Book
Crimes, Terror, Repression
The Greatest True Crime Stories Ever Told
Famous Crimes the World Forgot Volume II uncovers more
amazing true crimes that exploded into the national news, shocking
Americans from coast to coast-crimes that were eventually
forgotten-until now. Each one of these stories transports you back
to the time they happened, propels you through all the suspensefilled developments, and explores each one with an in-depth look
into the actions of humans so evil, it's hard to believe they were
real. They include: a serial poisoner who laughed when thought he
got away with murdering a brother and sister, but cried when he
was arrested; a woman with a history of being robbed by two men
until the third time it happened when they killed her husband, or so
she said; a mail-order bride lured to her death 3,000 miles away by
a man with a wife and five children; a serial-rapist and possible
serial-killer who murdered two sisters on their way to church; a fivetime loser turned drifter who gunned down four men for $40 inside
a hermit's shack; an escaped convict turned serial-killer with a taste
for red-heads; the mysterious car bomb murder of a wealthy Texas
socialite which churned up a cast of sordid characters who
captivated an audience for what was America's first live-televised
murder trial; and Milwaukee's first serial-killer who stabbed young
girls with a seven-inch stiletto.
Turn-of-the-century Paris was the beating heart of a rapidly
changing world. Painters, scientists, revolutionaries, poets -- all
were there. But so, too, were the shadows: Paris was a violent,
criminal place, its sinister alleyways the haunts of Apache
gangsters and its cafes the gathering places of murderous
anarchists. In 1911, it fell victim to perhaps the greatest theft of all
time -- the taking of the Mona Lisa from the Louvre. Immediately,
Alphonse Bertillon, a detective world-renowned for pioneering
crime-scene investigation techniques, was called upon to solve the
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crime. And quickly the Paris police had a suspect: a young Spanish

artist named Pablo Picasso....
Night falls and the rivers of blood flow forth once more. For what
are murderers if not creatures of the dark? Hiding in plain sight as
the average neighbor, co-worker or even employer, just waiting for
the moment to unleash their murderous urges. Whether they are
sadistic in their methods or not does not change the common trait
that they all share: the presence of evil. These crimes shock us to
the core, leading us to wonder just what is going on in their minds
that leads them to take lives without any feeling of remorse...yet
deep down we're actually intrigued by their crimes. Fascinated,
even. In truth, these killers bring forth a dark curiosity that keeps us
reading chapter after chapter, book after book, and once we're done
we begin to reflect on how interesting the psychology behind these
characters can be. It is precisely because of this wondrous
fascination that we have compiled a fresh set of three True Crime
Stories books, following the success of our first collection, this time
with the bestselling volumes 4-6. 36 tales of bloodshed and terror,
police investigation and the background of each and every killer
await you, with each subject varying from serial killer to mass
murderer, ruthless monster to seemingly harmless member of the
community. No two killers are the same and no two murders are
committed for the same reason - this much you are about to find
out. Reader, you are about to embark on a road of horror, death
and cruelty...are you ready to walk the blood-chilling path into the
mind of a killer?
A quick word of warning. The true crime short stories within this
book are unimaginably gruesome. Most news stories, television
crime shows and true crime documentaries tend to leave out the
most horrible details about murder cases simply because they are
too extreme for the general public.
3 True Crime Books Collection
Volume 2
Chilling True Crime Stories - Volume 4
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The Black Book of Communism
A True Story of Obsession, Revenge, and Murder
Bizarre True Crime Volume 1
An Incomplete Compendium of Mostly Interesting Things

36 True Crime Stories of Murder & Mayhem Readers love
this series - More than 1,400 five-star reviews on Amazon
and Goodreads. Three Book Collection Only $34.99 ( Over
30% off) Volumes 4, 5, and 6 of the True Crime Case
Histories Series (2021) A quick word of warning. The true
crime short stories within this three book collection are
unimaginably gruesome. I start all of my True Crime books
with a quick word of warning. Most news articles and
television true crime shows skim over the vile details of truly
horrible crimes. In my books I don't gloss over the facts,
regardless of how disgusting they may be. I try to give my
readers a clear and accurate description on just how
demented the killers really were. I do my best not to leave
anything out. The stories included in these books are not for
the squeamish.What you are about to read are Volumes 4, 5,
and 6 of the True Crimes Case Histories Series. The stories
in this collection will make you realize just how fragile the
human mind can be.A sampling of the 36 stories include:The
Darlington Cannibal: The story of a young English man that
had plans to become the UK's most notorious serial killer,
but couldn't keep his mouth shut after his first kill and
bragged to over twenty of his friends.The Carnival Cult: A
group of four young men who believed they could do
anything they wanted because their lord Satan protected
them. Satan apparently couldn't protect them from
prison.Dead in the Water: A father of eight children lured
women to his boat, raped them, and threw them overboard.
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Ingenious forensic science was eventually used to catch the

killer.Consumed by Desire: One story of a young man that
couldn't handle being rejected by his teenage girlfriend was
suggested to me by a reader whose daughter had a close-call
with the killer.The Crossbow Killer: A young, intelligent man
that would rather kill his entire family with a crossbow than
tell his girlfriend that he had been lying to her.The Amish
Killer: An Amish man, tormented by the threat of Hell, that
killed his wife because he thought she was the devil.Divine
Justice: a young girl that ran away from her Seattle home in
the 1970s. For thirty years, her parents believed she was a
victim of Ted Bundy, until the real killer was finally caught.
The Broomstick Killer: The Texas Penal System failed to
protect the people of Texas by releasing a brutal killer of
three teenagers. As a result he killed as many as eleven more
women.Body in the Bag: A young man obsessed with the
macabre listened to the voices in his head when his teenage
girlfriend dumped him. Authorities found her eight weeks
later stuffed inside a duffel bag.The Copper Gulch Killer: A
sixteen-year-old prodigy child is found with five gunshots
from three different guns, but police are convinced there was
only one killer. Ten years later crime scene evidence is found
in an abandoned storage locker.Zack and Addie: A young
New Orleans couple are featured in the New York Times
when they refused to leave their French Quarter home
during Hurricane Katrina. One year later they're both dead
with body parts found on the stove and in the fridge.The
Incest Killer: Katie Fusco learned she she was adopted when
she was eighteen. Within a year she was married to her
biological father and pregnant with his child. When
authorities force them apart, everybody dies.The Kicevo
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Monster: The story of the newspaper reporter that
kidnapped, tortured, and butchered women that resembled
his mother, then wrote stories of the killings in his
newspaper articlesPlus 21 more truly disturbing true crime
stories.Scroll up to get your copy
Four chilling true crime stories in one collection, from the
bestselling author Ryan Green. Volume one contains some of
Green's most fascinating accounts of violence, abuse,
deception and murder. Within this collection, you'll receive:
Harold Shipman: The True Story of Britain's Most
Notorious Serial Killer The story of Britain's most notorious
serial killer, Harold Shipman, from his upbringing, his
victims, his trial, and his motivations. Shipman killed no less
than 218 of his patients, making him Britain's most prolific
serial killer. What possessed a respected and trusted man to
abuse his power on such a grand scale? Colombian Killers:
The True Stories of the Three Most Prolific Serial Killers on
Earth Luis Alfredo Garavito, Pedro Alonzo Lopez, and
Daniel Camargo Barbosa are among the most prolific serial
killers in the world. Between them, they were convicted of
329 murders, but it's believed that the number they
committed is over 750. Fred & Rose West: Britain's Most
Infamous Killer Couples This chilling book is based on the
true life events of Britain's most infamous killer couple,
Rosemary and Frederick West, and the terror they wreaked
on their hometown before their apprehension in 1994. The
story includes decades of child abuse, an underground
torture chamber and a burial ground containing the bodies
of the spent victims - including that of their missing
daughter. The Kurim Case: A Terrifying True Story of Child
Abuse, Cults & CannibalismA horrific narrative uncovered
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by accident exposes a mother and sister's sadistic acts of
child abuse, confinement, and even cannibalism of two
young boys. But this turned out to be the tip of the iceberg.
The child abuse was performed at a much larger scale.
A real-life thriller in the vein of The Devil in the White City,
Kate Winkler Dawson's debut Death in the Air is a gripping,
historical narrative of a serial killer, an environmental
disaster, and an iconic city struggling to regain its footing.
London was still recovering from the devastation of World
War II when another disaster hit: for five long days in
December 1952, a killer smog held the city firmly in its grip
and refused to let go. Day became night, mass transit ground
to a halt, criminals roamed the streets, and some 12,000
people died from the poisonous air. But in the chaotic
aftermath, another killer was stalking the streets, using the
fog as a cloak for his crimes. All across London, women
were going missing--poor women, forgotten women. Their
disappearances caused little alarm, but each of them had one
thing in common: they had the misfortune of meeting a
quiet, unassuming man, John Reginald Christie, who invited
them back to his decrepit Notting Hill flat during that dark
winter. They never left. The eventual arrest of the "Beast of
Rillington Place" caused a media frenzy: were there more
bodies buried in the walls, under the floorboards, in the back
garden of this house of horrors? Was it the fog that had
caused Christie to suddenly snap? And what role had he
played in the notorious double murder that had happened in
that same apartment building not three years before--a
murder for which another, possibly innocent, man was sent
to the gallows? The Great Smog of 1952 remains the
deadliest air pollution disaster in world history, and John
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Reginald Christie is still one of the most unfathomable serial
killers of modern times. Journalist Kate Winkler Dawson
braids these strands together into a taut, compulsively
readable true crime thriller about a man who changed the
fate of the death penalty in the UK, and an environmental
catastrophe with implications that still echo today.
12 True Crime Stories of Murder & Mayhem Fourth Book of
the True Crime Case Histories Series (2020) If you've read
the previous volumes of the True Crime Case Histories
series, you know that I like to start with a brief word of
warning. The stories included in this book are truly depraved
and shocking. They are not for the squeamish. Many true
crime television shows and news articles often leave out the
gruesome details, simply because they may be too much for
the average viewer or reader. With my books, I try not to
leave out the details no matter how vicious they may have
been. My intention is not to shock, but to provide a clear and
accurate description of some of the most evil minds of the
world. Though the stories are brief, I do my best to include
enough detail so that the reader can get a better look into the
demented mind of the killer. This volume features twelve of
the most incomprehensible stories of the last sixty years.
Trying to understand the motivation behind murders like
these can be an exercise in futility. But one thing is for sure,
-- the stories in this volume will keep you turning pages.
Volume 4 features: longer stories, more photos, three bonus
chapters, and an online appendix with additional photos,
videos, and documents. In this book you'll learn about a
story that has haunted me since I was a little kid growing up
in southwest Washington. I lived a normal American life
where I could ride my bike around my small town from dusk
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till dawn without a care in the world. When I was twelve
years old, a boy in my neighborhood just a year older than
myself disappeared and was later found murdered. At the
time I didn't know many of the details, but after researching
the story all these years later and realizing that monsters like
Tommy Ragan A sampling of the additional stories include:
The Broomstick Killer: The Texas Penal System failed to
protect the people of Texas by releasing a brutal killer of
three teenagers. As a result he killed as many as eleven more
women. Body in the Bag: A young man obsessed with the
macabre listened to the voices in his head when his teenage
girlfriend dumped him. Authorities found her eight weeks
later stuffed inside a duffel bag. The Copper Gulch Killer: A
sixteen-year-old prodigy child is found with five gunshots
from three different guns, but police are convinced there was
only one killer. Ten years later crime scene evidence is found
in an abandoned storage locker. Zack and Addie: A young
New Orleans couple are featured in the New York Times
when they refused to leave their French Quarter home
during Hurricane Katrina. One year later they're both dead
with body parts found on the stove and in the fridge. The
Incest Killer: Katie Fusco learned she she was adopted when
she was eighteen. Within a year she was married to her
biological father and pregnant with his child. When
authorities force them apart, everybody dies. The Kicevo
Monster: The story of the newspaper reporter that
kidnapped, tortured, and butchered women that resembled
his mother, then wrote stories of the killings in his
newspaper articles. Plus five more disturbing stories. The
stories in this volume are revolting and disconcerting, but
they're true. These things really happen in the world.
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Though we will never fully understand the criminal mind, at
least we can be better informed. Scroll up to get your
copyTrue Crime Case Histories Volume 5 is due out August
2020 and will feature 12 more short stories of; True Crime,
Murder & Mayhem, Serial Killer Biographies, and True
Murder Case Files.
True Crime Stories: a Prequel
Serial Killers
True Crime Books Collection (Book 4, 5 And 6)
Volume 1
More Vintage True Crime Stories Rescued from Obscurity
The Butcher Baker
Donald Henry Gaskins and Luis Garavito

A chilling account of a deadly romantic triangle
describes how attorney Michael Fletcher killed his
pregnant wife, Leann, to pursue a scandalous illicit
love affair with District Judge Susan Chrzanowski.
Reissue.
True crime anthology that takes a closer look at some
of the worst of the worst serial killers.
50 Headline-grabbing murders from around the
world.
36 True Crime Stories of Murder & MayhemReaders
love this series - More than 1,400 five-star reviews on
Amazon and Goodreads.Three Book Collection Only
$26.99 ( Over 30% Off - Originally $38.97)Volumes 4,
5, and 6 of the True Crime Case Histories Series
(2021)A quick word of warning. The true crime short
stories within this three book collection are
unimaginably gruesome. I start all of my True Crime
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books with a quick word of warning. Most news
articles and television true crime shows skim over the
vile details of truly horrible crimes. In my books I
don't gloss over the facts, regardless of how disgusting
they may be. I try to give my readers a clear and
accurate description on just how demented the killers
really were. I do my best not to leave anything out. The
stories included in these books are not for the
squeamish.What you are about to read are Volumes 4,
5, and 6 of the True Crimes Case Histories Series. The
stories in this collection will make you realize just how
fragile the human mind can be.A sampling of the 36
stories include: The Darlington Cannibal: The story of
a young English man that had plans to become the
UK's most notorious serial killer, but couldn't keep his
mouth shut after his first kill and bragged to over
twenty of his friends.The Carnival Cult: A group of
four young men who believed they could do anything
they wanted because their lord Satan protected them.
Satan apparently couldn't protect them from
prison.Dead in the Water: A father of eight children
lured women to his boat, raped them, and threw them
overboard. Ingenious forensic science was eventually
used to catch the killer.Consumed by Desire: One
story of a young man that couldn't handle being
rejected by his teenage girlfriend was suggested to me
by a reader whose daughter had a close-call with the
killer.The Crossbow Killer: A young, intelligent man
that would rather kill his entire family with a
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crossbow than tell his girlfriend that he had been lying
to her.The Amish Killer: An Amish man, tormented by
the threat of Hell, that killed his wife because he
thought she was the devil.Divine Justice: a young girl
that ran away from her Seattle home in the 1970s. For
thirty years, her parents believed she was a victim of
Ted Bundy, until the real killer was finally caught. The
Broomstick Killer: The Texas Penal System failed to
protect the people of Texas by releasing a brutal killer
of three teenagers. As a result he killed as many as
eleven more women.Body in the Bag: A young man
obsessed with the macabre listened to the voices in his
head when his teenage girlfriend dumped him.
Authorities found her eight weeks later stuffed inside
a duffel bag.The Copper Gulch Killer: A sixteen-yearold prodigy child is found with five gunshots from
three different guns, but police are convinced there
was only one killer. Ten years later crime scene
evidence is found in an abandoned storage locker.Zack
and Addie: A young New Orleans couple are featured
in the New York Times when they refused to leave
their French Quarter home during Hurricane Katrina.
One year later they're both dead with body parts
found on the stove and in the fridge.The Incest Killer:
Katie Fusco learned she she was adopted when she was
eighteen. Within a year she was married to her
biological father and pregnant with his child. When
authorities force them apart, everybody dies.The
Kicevo Monster: The story of the newspaper reporter
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that kidnapped, tortured, and butchered women that
resembled his mother, then wrote stories of the killings
in his newspaper articlesPlus 21 more truly disturbing
true crime stories.Scroll up to get your copy
A Graphic Memoir of a True Crime Obsession
Death in the Air
12 Disturbing True Crime Stories (True Crime
Collection)
20 Wacky & Shocking True Crime Stories
True Crime Stories
4 Shocking True Crime Cases
The Times Number One Bestseller
True Crime StoriesTrue Crime Books Collection
(Book 4, 5 And 6)Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
Don't turn your back on her. Don't even
blink. She may be crazy, but Lizzie Halliday
is strong, she moves fast, and she's a stone
cold killer. When famed journalist Nellie Bly
interviews the woman the New York Times
called "The Worst Woman on Earth," she has no
idea how easy it would be for Lizzie Halliday
to make Bly her next victim. In the peaceful
Catskills in upstate New York, Halliday
dispatches husbands, neighbors and peddlers
by fire, poisoning and gunshot. The bloody
death count at the Halliday farm earns it the
name, "Murderer's Gulch." But even after
she's arrested and committed to an insane
asylum, Lizzie Halliday will kill again. If
you're a fan of Erik Larson's Devil in the
White City, Harold Schechter's Little
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Slaughterhouse on the Prairie, and Truman
Capote's In Cold Blood, you'll love Dead True
Crime. Murderer's Gulch: Carnage in the
Catskills is part of Dead True Crime, a
series of historical true crime stories of
serial killers, bizarre cases, and littleknown murderers. Meticulously researched
short reads, they're the perfect length for a
flight, the beach, or a sleepless night. C.J.
March brings you a series of tales that will
keep you turning the pages deep into the
night.
12 True Crime Stories of Murder & Mayhem
Fourth Book of the True Crime Case Histories
Series (2020) If you've read the previous
volumes of the True Crime Case Histories
series, you know that I like to start with a
brief word of warning. The stories included
in this book are truly depraved and shocking.
They are not for the squeamish. Many true
crime television shows and news articles
often leave out the gruesome details, simply
because they may be too much for the average
viewer or reader. With my books, I try not to
leave out the details no matter how vicious
they may have been. My intention is not to
shock, but to provide a clear and accurate
description of some of the most evil minds of
the world. Though the stories are brief, I do
my best to include enough detail so that the
reader can get a better look into the
demented mind of the killer. This volume
features twelve of the most incomprehensible
stories of the last sixty years. Trying to
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understand the motivation behind murders like
these can be an exercise in futility. But one
thing is for sure, - the stories in this
volume will keep you turning pages. Volume 4
features: longer stories, more photos, three
bonus chapters, and an online appendix with
additional photos, videos, and documents. In
this book you'll learn about a story that has
haunted me since I was a little kid growing
up in southwest Washington. I lived a normal
American life where I could ride my bike
around my small town from dusk till dawn
without a care in the world. When I was
twelve years old, a boy in my neighborhood
just a year older than myself disappeared and
was later found murdered. At the time I
didn't know many of the details, but after
researching the story all these years later
and realizing that monsters like Tommy Ragan
A sampling of the additional stories include:
The Broomstick Killer: The Texas Penal System
failed to protect the people of Texas by
releasing a brutal killer of three teenagers.
As a result he killed as many as eleven more
women. Body in the Bag: A young man obsessed
with the macabre listened to the voices in
his head when his teenage girlfriend dumped
him. Authorities found her eight weeks later
stuffed inside a duffel bag. The Copper Gulch
Killer: A sixteen-year-old prodigy child is
found with five gunshots from three different
guns, but police are convinced there was only
one killer. Ten years later crime scene
evidence is found in an abandoned storage
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locker. Zack and Addie: A young New Orleans
couple are featured in the New York Times
when they refused to leave their French
Quarter home during Hurricane Katrina. One
year later they're both dead with body parts
found on the stove and in the fridge. The
Incest Killer: Katie Fusco learned she she
was adopted when she was eighteen. Within a
year she was married to her biological father
and pregnant with his child. When authorities
force them apart, everybody dies. The Kicevo
Monster: The story of the newspaper reporter
that kidnapped, tortured, and butchered women
that resembled his mother, then wrote stories
of the killings in his newspaper articles.
Plus five more disturbing stories. The
stories in this volume are revolting and
disconcerting, but they're true. These things
really happen in the world. Though we will
never fully understand the criminal mind, at
least we can be better informed.
Would you consider yourself the same after
reading true crime stories? The horrific and
disturbing nature of these stories often
makes you question everything you thought or
believed about humanity. Yet they are
engaging and fascinating at the same time. We
all had evil thoughts throughout our lives.
What is it that makes us different from those
who actually act upon it? Is it the act
alone? These are questions that many ask
themselves, and these stories will help dig
into the elements and psychology behind some
of the most terrifying killers in history.
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This collection includes four true crime
books, volumes 1-4, and each is filled with a
variety of murder cases, from spree killers
to massacres to even cannibals. You will
explore the background, the act, and the
aftermath of their violent acts. Some pages
will be painful to read, due to the detailed
description of the violent acts and the
emotions behind them. Get your copy now if
you dare to revisit human nature and explore
the tales of murderous minds.
The Ryan Green True Crime Collection

Famous Crimes the World Forgot Volume II
The Crimes of Paris
True Crime Case Histories - Volume 4
36 Disturbing True Crime Stories (3 Book True
Crime Collection)
America’s #1 true-crime writer fulfills a murder
victim’s desperate plea with this shattering New York
Times bestseller. “If anything ever happens to
me…find Ann Rule and ask her to write my story.” In
perhaps the first true-crime book written at the
victim's request, Ann Rule untangles a web of lies
and brutality that culminated in the murder of Sheila
Blackthorne Bellush—a woman Rule never met, but
whose shocking story she now chronicles with
compassion, exacting detail, and unvarnished candor.
Although happily ensconced in a loving second
marriage, and a new family of quadruplets, Sheila
never truly escaped the vicious enslavement of her exhusband, multi-millionaire Allen Blackthorne, a
handsome charmer— and a violent, controlling
sociopath who subjected Sheila to unthinkable abuse
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in their marriage, and terrorized her for a decade
after their divorce. When Sheila was slain in her
home, in the presence of her four toddlers,
authorities raced to link the crime to Blackthorne,
the man who vowed to monitor Sheila's every move
in his obsessive quest for power and revenge.
There are killers who stalk their prey, learning all
they can about an intended target before striking.
Some commit the act of murder out of hatred or
revenge for someone in their lives. Killers like Detlev
Guenzel searched for like-minded souls who would
allow them to indulge in their deepest darkest
fantasies. Then of course, there are those who
brutally murder for no apparent reason whatsoever.
Each of the four true crime murder cases in this true
crime anthology are all different from each other in
many ways. The wife who was cast aside for a much
younger model; the vore who sought out a willing
participant in the act of consensual homicide and
cannibalism; the young man who butchered his
elderly neighbours; and the man whose partners
either disappeared or turned up dead over the period
of 54 years. For these true crime murder stories we
delve into the background of each killer, the acts
they committed, and the criminal investigation that
brought them down. We look at why they killed, even
when there seems to be no apparent motive. True
murder cases like these are hard to fathom, and will
leave you wondering about the horrors of humanity.
True crime stories are the most frightening of all, as
you discover what people have the capability of doing
to others. This is a prequel to Jack Rosewood's best
true crime books series, True Crime Stories.
4 books for the price of 2 (save 50%) Four chilling
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true crime stories in one collection, from the
bestselling author Ryan Green. Volume two contains
some of Green's most fascinating accounts of
violence, abuse, deception and murder. Within this
collection, you'll receive: Obeying Evil: The
Mockingbird Hill Massacre Through the Eyes of a
Killer The shocking true story of Ronald Gene
Simmons and the most disturbing family killing spree
in the United States. During the Christmas Holidays
in 1987, the retired Air Force Master Sergeant
executed 16 people, 14 of which were members of his
family. This included his daughter, whom he had
sexually abused, and the child he had fathered with
her. The Truro Murders: The Sex Killing Spree
Through the Eyes of an AccompliceJames Miller, an
aging misfit, meets his one true love in prison,
Christopher Worrell, a young, charismatic sociopath.
Miller stops at nothing to meet the demands of his
sadistic friend, in an attempt to take the relationship
on to another level. Sinclair: The World's End
Murders through the Eyes of a KillerThe naked
bodies of two teenage girls were discovered the
morning after a night out in Edinburgh. No attempt
had been made to conceal their bodies, they were six
miles apart, and both girls had been beaten, gagged,
tied, raped and strangled. You Think You Know Me:
The True Story of Herb Baumeister and the Horror at
Fox Hollow FarmHerb Baumeister was a husband,
father of three, and successful businessman--but he
was hiding a very dark secret. In June 1996, police
uncovered the remains of eleven bodies within the
family estate. Buy all four books today and save 50%
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